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WITH GALVANIZED RESOLVE,
captain patriot SMASHES
THROUGH THE DOOR TO THE
SECRET LABORATORY!

hold on,
mr. president!
i’m coming!
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Artwork by Bill Galvan
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captain
patriot!!

thank
heavens!

ulgoget him!!

ulgo
kill!

not so
fast-

-you haven’t
had your nap
yet!

stop right there,
captain! one more
step, and i’ll bathe
the president in
n-radiation
right now!

i call thisbrian?

hey,
brian!

you won’t be
able to, dr.
sinister- not with
your power cut!
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ALL RIGHT. I CALL
THIS MEETING OF THE
LEAGUE OF REAL
PATRIOTS TO ORDER.

OH, SORRY.

since this is the
FOURTH OF JULY, we
should all remember
our heritage as
AMERICANS...

...and the heroes
who risk their
lives for our
freedom.

now, before we
say the pledge,
i want to-

what is it,
terry?
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mike, it’s a
holiday today.
why do we have to
be here?

have to...?!

this is the
day we
celebrate our
american
history!

can you think
of a better
place to be?

yeah, how
about with
our families-

“- at the new community
center dedication?”
this
community
center is not only
an outgrowth of the
hard work and effort
of our city...
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...it is also a
symbol of our unity,
where members of the
various ethnic heritages
that enrich our
community can all
be welcome.

now, there are
so many of you
who have contributed
your time and
resources to this
project...

SO I’VE INVITED
REBECCA GONZALEZ,
ONE OF OUR CITY
COUNCIL MEMBERS...

...i wish i could
have all of you up
here to help cut
the ribbon.

AND THANAT
PANUPONG, A
REPRESENTATIVE OF
OUR GROWING THAI
COMMUNITY...

...to stand in on
your behalf.

three!
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but i dont
think the podium
could take that
much weight!

ready?
one, two...

hey! some
of “those people”
are my friends,
mike!

the community
center?! that
place is nothing
but a hand-out to
immigrants!

yeah!

i come
from a
long line of
american
heroes, and
so do all
of you! those
patriots
didn’t die just
so a lot of
those people
could come in
here and take
advantage of
the freedoms
that they
gave their
lives for!

you can’t walk
out of here! terry!
all of you! if you
leave, you can’t
come back!

so if your club
says PEOPLE LIKE
MY FRIENDS CAN’T BE
patriots ALSO...
...then maybe
we’ll join
another club!

do you
hear
me!!

what are they
doing? don’t they
know what being a
patriot means?

...mike?
are you in
there?
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grandpa
brenner?
i saw everyone
light out of here
pretty fast.
everything okay,
slugger?

yeah, fine.
you know dad,
sometimes i think
that grandpa must
be looking down
crying!

sure!
i mean, you told me
he was killed in
world war II!

...but most
of the kids i know,
couldn’t care
less about protecting
our freedoms! about
living up to the
sacrifices that
heroes like him
made for us!
that could be,
i suppose...

- but i think
there are a few
things you
should know
about...

doesn’t anybody
remember what it
means to be an
american?! it looks
like this whole town
needs a wake-up
call!!

come on, dad!
of all people, i
expected you to
understand! doesn’t
our family heritage
mean anything
to you?
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well, that was the
fun part - now the
work begins!

even though we cut the ribbon,
the building is not finished.
I really appreciate all of you
volunteers pitching in on
a holiday.

to tell the truth,
mr. mayor, i can’t
think of a better
way to spend the
fourth of july...

“-than building something
for our community.”
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LATER that night...

you kids sure
have put in a full
days work!

as long as
we get done
in time to catch
the fireworks,
i’m happy!

i have to run to the
store for some more
boxes for these foodbank donations.

jinn,
will you be
okay down here
in the basement
without the
elevators
working?

sure, as long as ray
doesn’t mind HELPING
me up the stairs.
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no problem!
i’m nothing but
muscle!

huh. so what’s
the big deal?

it’s just another building.
nothing special.

AWESOME! BURNING THIS
WOOD won’t hurt the
building - but it’ll sure
send a message!

maybe this will remind
people that not everybody is
happy with what this
community center stands for!
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all right!!

i better not stick
around too long...

...i may get more
attention than i want.

oh no!!

no!!
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the fire alarm!!
do you think it’s
a test or...

i sure hope it’s a
false alarm because jinn cant
get out in a hurry!

i’ll run
upstairs and
find out!

no good- it’s a real fire!
and with all that smoke and the paint cans and
other chemicals still
sitting around- there’s no
way we both can make it!

it’s no false
alarm! we’ve got
to find another
way out of here!

i just called 911!
the fire department will be here
soon. i just hope
it’s soon enough!
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i’m not waiting
that long! we’ve
got to get you out
of here!

maybe i can reach
the window-

no good! it doesn’t
open! we’ll have to
break it!

IT’S OUR ONLY
WAY OUT!

one of these
food cans
should do it!

all right,
watch out!
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all right, we’ll get
you out, then i’ll
climb after you!

...but ray, THAT’S
DANGEROUS for you!

I’LL BE RIGHT
BEHIND YOU! COME
ON, let’s get you
up there!

ill try...

it’s no good, ray!
I’M TOO TIRED!
i CAN’T SEEM to pull
myself out!

now, get ahold of
something and
start pulling!

you’ve got to!...
I can’t hold you
up much longer!
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give me
your hand!

let’s get you
out of there!
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everything’s okay.
i’ve got you.

you know
what son?
you’re a real
hero!
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what did i do?

no one will believe me! they’ll
think i tried to burn the whole
thing down on purpose!

i didn’t mean to set
the whole building on
fire! what if someone
was in there?
do i have to
tell the truth?

i’ve got to tell
my dad, or...deal?

-maybe there
are times when
it’s good to
keep a secret...

it can be like - my secret
identity! and no one needs
to know! that’s how it is
with real heroes!
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“i guess we missed
the fireworks...”

i think you two
were closer to the
fireworks than
anyone!

JINN, ARE
YOU OKAY?

“oh, i wouldn’t
say that.”

oh, i’m fine they just wanted
to check me over
before they put me
back in the
driver’s seat.

so i guess we
have a new case to
solve. do the
police have any
leads?

ALL THEY KNOW
IS THAT IT WAS
DEFINITELY ARSON.
SOMEONE USED
KEROSENE TO
START IT.
SO WHAT’S THIS
ABOUT A FOOTPRINT
YOU SAW OUTSIDE
THE WINDOW?
YEAH, AS THE FIRE
FIGHTER WAS
PULLING ME FROM
THE WINDOW, I SAW
A SHOEPRINT IN
THE FLOWER BED!

HMM...COULD YOU
RECOGNIZE IT IF YOU
SAW IT AGAIN?

UMM...
I GUESS.

I KNEW IT WAS
RECENT BECAUSE
YOU TWO HAD JUST
RAKED THE WHOLE
FLOWER BED BEFORE
WE BOXED THE
FOOD.

BUT WITH ALL THE
FIREFIGHTERS AND
THE WATER, IT’S
LONG GONE NOW.

GOOD. THEN
RAY AND I HAVE
SOME WORK TO
DO. I HAVE AN
IDEA!
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I GOTTA TELL YOU,
THIS IS PROBABLY
THE COOLEST IDEA
YOU’VE EVER HAD.

EXCEPT MAYBE FOR
THAT MOON ROCKET
YOU TRIED TO BUILD
IN SECOND GRADE.

THAT ROCKET’S
GOING TO FLY ONE OF
THESE DAYS! BUT I
THINK THIS SHOULD
WORK.

ARE YOU
KIDDING ME? WITH
OUR TWO BRAINS
COMBINED, THERE’S
NO WAY IT COULD
FAIL!

HEY, LOOK
OVER THERE.

YOU KNOW...NO
MATTER WHAT YOU
THINK ABOUT THIS
COMMUNITY, OR ABOUT
PEOPLE FROM OTHER
COUNTRIES AND
CULTURES...
I DON’T KNOW HOW
YOU COULD DO
SOMETHING LIKE
THAT AND FEEL GOOD
ABOUT IT.
yeah...
come on.
let’s catch
this guy.
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robert’s
workshop...
“okay...battery connected
to the usb card reader,
card reader to...”

“...the headbone,
headbone connected
to the neckbone...”

“come on, ray,
this is serious!”

LATER AT THE SCRAPYARD...
IT’S A PRODUCT OF
THE BEST MINDS OF
OUR GENERATION!

NOW YOU’RE
SCARING ME...!
WHAT IS IT?

HERE’S HOW
IT WORKS...

if it weren’t
summer, i’d say
put it in front
of the school,
but...

WHENEVER SOMEONE STEPS ON THIS PRESSURE
SENSITIVE PAD, THE IMPRESSION OF THEIR
SHOE IS CAPTURED.

IT ALSO
TRIGGERS THIS
DIGITAL CAMERA TO
TAKE THEIR
PICTURE!

we thought we’d
start by putting
them in front of
the video store,
ice cream shop...
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“...and the comic
and card shop.”

so what did
you tell jack?

hey, can you handle
the rest? i want to
see if i can snag the
latest captain
patriot before it
sells out.

the owner?
i told him that
we’re collecting
demographic data
on small business
customers, which
we sorta are.

that
works.
sure, go
ahead.

robert’s just
finishing up..”

...and it looks
like i got here
just in time.
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boy, i wish i didn’t have
to wait a whole month
for the next issue.

especially now. i feel like
i’ve got a special connection
to captain patriot.

after all, we’re
both secret
heroes.

i wonder- maybe
there’s more i
could do!

and now, it’s like i
have a secret
identity...

i can be the hero
this community
really needs.

after all, this town
needs to be set straight
on a whole lot of stuff!
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SCRAPYARD central hq...
that’s it!
i remember!

you’re
positive?
we’ve looked
at hundreds...

yes,the
tread’s very
distinctive.

that’s
great!

now let’s
look at who
owns the
shoe!

hey, i know him!
that’s mike brenner!
he’s a year older
than us.

so, we’ve
got a print, a
face, and a
name.

what we need
now is proof!

i think i’ve got
that covered,
jinn!

mike are
you in there?
yeah, dad.
what do
you want?

i think you
need to come
out here for
a minute.
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mike...

i might ask
the same, son.

huh? what’s
going on?

i saw your
shoeprint in the
flower bed at
the community
center.

we
know
you
set the
fire.

what?! you can’t
just go around
accusing people of
crimes without
real proof!

this is
america,
you know!

okay,
then...

you want proof?
how’s this?

what the-?!

this
chemical
turns blue
only in the
presence
of kerosene.

hey!

looks like some
splashed on
your shoes.
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mike...

all right! it’s true!
i didn’t mean to
burn down the whole
building, but yeah, i
started the fire!

it’s true,
isn’t it?

somebody had to
stand up and teach
this town a lesson
about immigrants,
and it didn’t look
like anyone else
was going to be
a hero!

you think
you’re a
hero?!!

that’s right!
i come from a
long line of
heroes! my grandfather died in
world war 11 and i
don’t plan to let
him down!

mike...your grandfather did
die in combat in world war 11.
hans brenner was a corporal
in the third reich.

dad, i expected
you to
understand!
we’ve got a
heritage to
protect!

outsiders have got
to learn that they
don’t get to call
themselves real
americans yet!
not like real
patriots! this
doesn’t belong
to them!
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he was a
nazi soldier.

what-?
but he...-but you never-

but that means...
i’m not...

we never told you.
we were ashamed.
your grandmother
came to america
right after the war
with me, and we didn’t
ever speak of it.

mike, being a
hero isn’t
something
you can
inherit..
and being a
patriot
means standing for what
america
stands for “liberty and
justice for
all”.

and that
means that
this flag,
and what it
stands for,
can’t belong
to just you!

including
those who
just got
here.

it has to belong
to everyone, or it
isn’t worth
having.
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i have to take my
son to the police
and tell them
what he’s done.

..and now, mike...
i have to do
something that i
never thought i’d
have to do.

but i have to if
i want to be
true to what
america stands
for.

We hold these truths to be self-evident, that all men are
created equal, that they are endowed by their Creator
with certain unalienable rights, that among these are
life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness.

- The Declaration of Independence

case closed.
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STORY!

AND NOW, A SPECIAL 5-PAGE

when last we left captain
patriot, he had journeyed
into space to help his
friends, the green talaxians,
in their bid to colonize the
uninhabited planet oros iv.

but the captain ran afoul
of the blue toorians, who
also have their eye on oros
iv - and ended up a prisoner
on their space cruiser!
release me!
I’m from earth
- we have no
argument with
the toorian
government!
you are
conspiring with the
talaxians to deprive
us of oros iv - that’s
reason enough
to hold you captive,
earthling!

WRITTEN BY:

NATHAN SHUMATE
ARTWORK BY:

BILL GALVAN

THIS ONE’S A CLASSIC! you
don’t want to miss the last
chapter in this multi-saga!
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BUT OROS IV IS AN
UNCLAIMED PLANET!
YOU DON’T OWN IT, ANY
MORE THAN THE
TALAXIANS DO!

LIES!
OUR ILLUSTRIOUS
REGENT HAS DECREED THAT
ALL SYSTEMS IN THIS QUADRANT
OF SPACE ARE THE POSSESSIONS
OF THE TOORIAN THRONE - AND
ANY ATTEMPT TO COLONIZE
THEM IS AN ACT OF WAR!

TACTICIAN!!

YOUR TALAXIAN
FRIENDS WILL BE
UNABLE TO HELP YOU,
CAPTAIN PATRIOT!
YOU WILL BE
DELIVERED TO OUR
HOMEWORLD ON
CHARGES OF
TREASON AGAINST
our state.

WHERE IS THAT
TALAXIAN SCOUT SHIP
WE WERE MONITORING?

IT HAS
DISAPPEARED
FROM OUR SCOPES,
I CAN ONLY
COMMANDER.
CONCLUDE THAT
THEIR STARDRIVE
COULDN’T KEEP PACE
WITH OUR SUPERIOR
TECHNOLOGY.

AND IN THE
MEANTIME, OROS
IV WILL BE OURS!

EXCELLENT!

but i’d rather not be a
helpless prisoner waiting
for rescue - not if i can
help from the inside!

a talaxian scoutship outdistanced by a toorian
cruiser? not likely - the
talaxians are close,
i guarantee it!

with enough
effort - i should
be able to break
through the --

captain
patriot?
sir?
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who are
you?

why? why would
you betray your
own people to
help me?

my name is librek,
sir, and i’d like to
help you escape, if
you’ll let me.

“oros iv is a beautiful,
abundant planet, perfectly
suited for both our peoples.”

but i’m not
betraying them,
- I’m helping
them.
i’m trying to
keep them out of a
war that they
can’t win and don’t
need to fight
anyway.

“the xanaxians are aquatic.
they want to colonize the
oceans. my own people prefer
to live on land, in the trees.”

“there’s room to spare
for both races on the
planet, if only they will
agree to share it.”

you, you’re not a toorian or a xanaxian perhaps you can get them to come together
and see that cooperation is better than
war. for everyone.

librek, you’re
a noble example
for your
people!
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come on - you show
me to the command
center, and maybe we
can get your leader
to listen to -

look
out!!

die,
toorian scum!

is this your prisoner?
good! come along, my
crew is already taking
the command center!

klaxo, my xanaxian
friend! how did
you get here?

he’s not my
prisoner, he--!

we’ll soon put
an end to this
toorian menace!

captain patriot!
good to see you
safe! my scout
ship attached to
their hull and
boarded secretly!

i swear, my
revenge will burn
brighter than the
heart of a white
dwarf! i shall--

oh,
BE QUIET!
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your toorian empirebuilding has reached it’s
end! oros iv is only the
beginning- we will use it
as a launch pad to drive
your blue-skinned masses
back to the trees that
spawned them!

i won’t be threatened by an
invertebrate! by the time
we’re done with your kind,
there won’t be anything
left but a green smear on
the--

-hey!
what happened
to the lights!?

what?!?

i pulled
the plug.

and it’s not just
the lights. this
is the main power
coupling for all
ship systems and
life support.

but- we toorians
need a constant
temperature, or
we’ll die of
hypothermia!

and we’ll
need to re-aerate
our breathing
water, or we’ll
suffocate!

then i suggest you
start talking to each
other, instead of
shouting at each other.
because i’m not turning this ship
back on until the two of you
realize how much better it would
be to share oros iv instead of
starting a war over it.

“here, listen to my
friend librek - he’s got
the right idea.”

“just let me know when
you’re ready to plug
everything back in.”

the
end
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LETTERS FROM THE SCRAPYARD
WE WANT TO
HEAR FROM YOU!
Send your letters to:
The Scrapyard,
c/o Smiles for Diversity
505 West, 10200 South,
South Jordan, UT 84095 or online at
www.scrapyarddetectives.org

I think The Scrapyard
Detectives Rocks! I wish it
came out more often. The
character named Raymond is
my favorite. I like the way he
tests the inventions that
Robert makes. You should try
and make more issues.
Nick Diaz, 9
New Hampshire
Thanks, Nick. Robert’s inventions
are always fun to try, I just wish
they lasted longer than one case!
-Raymond
The Scrapyard Detectives are
fun to read. I like how they
work together and help
people. I like the inventions
they make.
Cory Taylor, 9
Eugene, Oregon

Thanks, Cory. I will be making more
inventions in the future, so keep
reading!
-Robert
I like reading the Scrapyard
Detectives because they help
me see things in a way that
I might not have before, like
how Lisan's family thought
people didn't want them in
the neighborhood.
Sometimes people do things
without thinking of how
others will feel. The
Detectives help me think
about others first.
Jeremy Attwood, 13
Midvale, UT
Thanks for writing, Jeremy.
Sometimes it’s hard to see things
from somebody else’s point of view.
But now Lisan and his family know

that we are glad to have them as
our neighbors.
-Robert
When I first went to school I
was scared that kids would
make fun of me because of
my wheelchair. Jinn helps me
feel like I can do things just
like other kids. I like that she
doesn't let the wheelchair
stop her from having fun.
I love reading The Scrapyard
Detectives.
Isabela Portillo, 8
Sacramento, CA
Thank you for your letter, Isabela.
I have a lot of fun with my friends
solving mysteries, and just being
myself. I’m really glad you like
reading our adventures.
-Jinn

DIFFERENT

IS GREAT

Did you know that every day hate crimes affect people from all walks of life,
all sizes, shapes and colors.
Every year over 11,000 people are victims of a hate crime in our country! These people are real, just
like you. They are adults and children who are hurt, threatened, or even killed just because they are
different. Maybe their skin is a different color, they speak differently, worship somewhere else, or
have a disability. In some way, aren't we all different? Hate can hurt us all. Hate also hurts the families, friends, and communities of these victims. Each year more and more hate crimes happen.
Did you know there are groups of people who come together just to hate people and commit hate
crimes? There are also a lot of us who want to stop hate crimes. By stopping hate, we can send a
message that we are all different and different is great!!!

